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Nombre: ________________________________________________________ 
 

1. Read and answer 
 

There are of course good zoos and bad zoos. Bad zoos are often in cities. They are old 

and dirty  and there is not much room for the animals. Animals and birds live in small 

cages. Visitors stand in front of them all day and watch them, but the animals have 

nothing to do and nowhere to go. They can only wait for their food, and many get ill or 

die. 

   Things are different in a good zoo. People think about the animals and want them to 

be happy. Some animals like living with or near other animals; some do not. Some animals love 

seeing visitors and playing games, but a lot of animals like to sleep quietly by day. Most animals 

want to look for food; they do not want someone to give it to them. Many animals want a lot of 

land, trees and a high place to see from.  

   Good zoos make the right home for every animal and sometimes they are the only place for 

animals in danger. They can live there and scientists can learn about them. The animals can 

have babies in the zoo and one day perhaps the babies can go back to their natural home and 

be free again. 

 

1. What are bad zoos like?  

_______________________________________________________________ 

2. Animals in bad zoos have a lot of space to move about.   TRUE  FALSE 

3. What do animals do in bad zoos? 

_________________________________________________________________ 

4. All animals like to play with visitors.   TRUE  FALSE 

5. Why are good zoos the only place for animals in danger? 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

2. Complete with words from the box. Be careful! There’s an extra word  

 

MUSTN’T          THEM          THAN          MOST          MORE          LITTLE 

 

          James O’Hara is a vet in a very modern zoo in San Diego, California. James is from New 

York and he came to California in 2010. A year later he started working at San 

Diego’s Zoo. James loves his job. He looks after the lions and tigers. These are 

the __________ dangerous animals in the zoo. But James is not afraid of 

__________. He thinks that snakes and spiders are worse __________ lions or 

tigers. 

          Every day James feeds the lions. They eat a lot of meat but drink very __________ water. 

The lions __________ eat a lot of fruit: it’s bad for their health. However they can eat three 

apples a day. They love apples!  
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3. Complete with words from the box. Be careful! There’s an extra word  

 

SOMETHING           DANGEROUS          FREE          PEOPLE          ENJOYED          EVERYBODY           

           

   Yesterday was Sunday so James didn’t go to the zoo. It was his __________ day and 

he decided to go to the cinema with his friends. They saw Jurassic Park 3, a film about 

very __________ dinosaurs. When one of the dinosaurs nearly killed the protagonist, 

__________ in the cinema started to shout. James really __________ the film a lot, but 

his friends didn’t like it.  

After the cinema, they all went to a bar and had __________ to eat and talked about 

the film. They had a really good time.  

 

4. Read the text and circle the correct verb 

This is a letter from James’s niece, Emma. 

Dear Uncle James, 

   Hi! How are you? I finished my homework a minute ago so now I can write to you. 

Mum and Dad are not at home. They WENT - ARE GOING to the cinema. I COULDN’T GO - CAN’T 

GO with them because I STUDY - AM STUDYING for an English test. Anyway, I must tell you 

something. Yesterday I saw an advertisement for a camping holiday in California in a magazine. I 

would LOVE GO - LOVE TO GO. Do you think Mum and Dad will say yes? COULD YOU WRITE - 

DO YOU WRITE to them and ask them to let me go? Thank you. 

                             Love,  

                                          Emma 
 

5. Emma is in California visiting her uncle, James. They are having dinner together. Complete 

their conversation. Remember there is an extra bubble.  

 

   

   
   

Did they help him                Could you                                          What happened 

 

James: ______________________________________________________ pass me the salt? 

Emma: Here you are. 

James: Tell me, Emma, ____________________________________________ a good time? 

Emma: Oh, yes. I’m having a wonderful time. San Diego is a great place for a holiday. But 

there was an accident at the camp site yesterday. 

James: Really? _____________________________________________________________? 

Emma: One of the boys fell off a tree and broke his leg. 

James: Oh. And ____________________________________________________________ ? 

Emma: Of course. He’s all right now. 

James: And tell me, _________________________________________________ to the zoo? 

Emma: Of course. I’m going to go on Sunday. 

Are you having     Are you going to go                

having                Did you have  

 

          What did they do               

Could you               What 

happened 

? 

Did you have? 
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6. Match 

 
1. What a lovely day! 

 
2. Why did you go to the shop? 

 
3. Would you like to come to the beach? 

 
4. Do you know how to make a cake? 

 
5. How did you get to Australia? 

 
A. To buy some milk. 

 
B. By plane. 

 
C. No, I don’t. 

 
D. Yes, let’s go to the beach.   

 
E. Sure. I’d love to. 

 

         


